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ABSTRACT
Data stores are the foundation on which data science, in all its variations, is built upon. They provide a queryable interface to structured
and unstructured data. Data science often starts by leveraging these
query features to perform initial data preparation. However, most
data stores are designed to run continuously to service disparate
user requests with little or no downtime. Many HPC architectures
process user requests by job queue scheduler and maintain a shard
filesystem to store a jobs persistent data. We deploy a MongoDB
sharded cluster with a run script that is designed to run a data
science workload concurrently. As our test piece, we run data ingest and data queries to measure the performance with different
configurations on the Blue Waters supper computer.
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data stores, such as MongoDB, still maintain a core set of primitives that are analogous to traditional SQL: insert, find, update,
remove, aggregate, lookup. This work will not examine all of these
primitives, but we still wish to speak of them.
Finds and inserts naturally lend themselves to distributed computing. A program can dispatch them to many workers witch report back either nothing is found or the results of their task. The
more sophisticated aggregate and lookup can not in general be
executed without some synchronization or interprocess communication. Take for example a SQL inner join on column 𝐶 between
tables 𝑇𝐴 and 𝑇𝐵 . The naive algorithm goes as: Take first item in
𝐶 of table 𝑇𝐴 , 𝐶𝐴0 , perform a find on column 𝐶 in table 𝑇𝐵 . In a
distributed datastore, this will require each worker to look at 𝐶𝐴𝑁
of 𝑇𝐴 hosted locally, search through the portion of 𝑇𝐵 hosted locally
and pass 𝐶𝐴𝑁 to every other worker. If the columns are indexed,
there is some optimization you can do, but every worker will have
to touch every other work at some point. Groupby haves similar
problems. A map-reduce execution model can provide a single stage
inter-worker communication to perform a groupby. The algorithms
for performing joins and groupbys on a distributed data store are
rebranded to give the user more flexibility. As such, this paper will
only be concerned with insert and find type operations.
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SYSTEM SETUP

Queryable data stores have been a crucial part of modern data science. They provide a relatively small set of primitive operations by
which a large variety of data analysis can be performed. Machine
learning and other sophisticated statistical analysis are becoming
more popular across all disciplines [7]. These algorithms require
more flexibility than the average SQL or NoSQL data store and can
take advantage of a wider variety of compute resources than the
average datastore host architecture. However, it is common for a
data scientist to computationally balance their process between a
datastore and compute resource. Data and algorithms are becoming large enough and computationally intensive enough that they
can take advantage of a high performance architecture. The 2018
Gordon Bell prize "Employing Deep Learning Methods to Understand Weather Patterns" is an example. In this paper we present a
performance profile of the NoSQL distributed data store MongoDB
running as transient queued batch job on Blue Waters super computer. This will provide guidance about how to balance tasks in a
data science pipelines on a HPC architectures.

Blue Waters is a mixture of Cray XE and XK blades with 4 Interlogos
AMD processors XE nodes and two Interlogs AMD, K20 Nvidia
GPU pairs on XK nodes. These nodes are all connected by Cray’s
Gemini interconnect. Shared filesystem storage is hosted on Cray’s
Synexion racks with a luster file system. Blue Waters has 4 login
nodes that users can use to access the shared file system and submit
run scripts for Moab and Torque schedule on the requested compute
resources. [5] [6]
Data stores are often intended to be persistent and service tasks
that demand zero downtime. For instance, users data on the backend
of a web app, hospital patient data, or product order data from a
retailer. Compute resources on an HPC system that are available to
a typical user are often ephemeral and are contrary to the execution
model of common data stores. Fortunately, the final destination of a
data stores data is on an underlying filesystem. MongoDB by default
uses the WiredTiger storage engine to manage data underlying files
on the host filesystem. For Blue Waters, that is a massively parallel
and redundant file system[5] [6].
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3.1

BACKGROUND

The major primitive operations of a traditional SQL data store are
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete), groupby, and join. NoSQL

MongoDB Basics

A sharded MongoDB cluster runs with 3 types of worker processes
that we host one on each processing element of a Blue Waters job:
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configuration server, shard server, and router. The configuration
server manages the metadata of the collections [4]. Config servers
store the metadata for a sharded cluster. The metadata reflects
state and organization for all data and components within the
sharded cluster. The metadata includes the list of chunks on every
shard and the ranges that define the chunks[1]. A shard contains a
subset of sharded data for a sharded cluster. Together, the cluster?s
shards hold the entire data set for the cluster[3]. Each shard will be
assigned a unique filesystem path to deposit data too. MongoDB
routers route queries and write operations to shards in a sharded
cluster. A router provide the only interface to a sharded cluster
from the perspective of applications. Applications never connect
or communicate directly with the shards[2].
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PERFORMANCE DATA

We perform 2 tasks, ingest data with insertMany with ordered=False
and a conditional find on two indexed fields. These tasks are written
in python using pymongo. The data we choose to ingest was time
series metric data of Blue Waters compute nodes collected by OVIS.
The data spans 5 years, sample each node independently once every
minute, and includes about 75 distinct metrics (e.g. memory use,
cpu activity, network activity). The totality of this data is about 70
billion rows. Storage for this data in flat csv file on Blue Waters
Luster filesystem is about 200 terabytes. We index on timestamp
and node id.
We perform scaling analysis by increasing the number of shardrouter pairs. For example, a job of 32 nodes is scheduled. 2 nodes
will be for the configuration server, 7 shards, and 7 routers. This
leaves 16 nodes to run the ingest script. Ingest is run with 4 processing elements per node, thus 64 insertMany will be processed
concurrently across 7 MongoDB routers. A job of 64 nodes would
have 2 for configuration, 15 shards, 15 router servers and so on.
The larger the cluster, the more data we upload.
Table 1
Nodes
32
64
128
256

Figure 1: Sharded MongoDB cluster diagram [4]

3.2

User Execution Model

For a typical Blue Waters user to deploy a MongoDB cluster, they
must construct a run-script that assigns to each processing element
which roll it will be taking (config, shard, router). MongoDB is
nativly deployed on a TCP/IP network therefore worker reference
each other by hostname and port. In our run script we chose the
number of processing elements to be equal number of node hosts.
Once the assignments have been made, the run scrip will configure
each worker to reference the config server. The config server will
then share the settings with all members of the cluster. In addition
to taking advantage of distributed compute resources, a sharded
MongoDB cluster will natively leverage the distributed nature of
Luster on a Cray Synexian. When each shard worker is assigned a
directory to place files, luster will distribute those files to an object
storage server that should optimize further I/O.
This describes a run scripts execution for the datastore portion. In
practice, once the datastore is active, a run script will continue making queries and processing. The runsript makes available through
environment variables or a shared file a list of host names of the
MongoBD clusters router servers. With this list, a run script may use
either the mongo shell command or the Python package pymongo
as the API to perform queries.

Days of Data
3
7
14
14

A instertMany is performed by collecting a list of python dictionaries from the metric data csv file. The keys of the dictionaries
become analogous to SQL table column names. A list of dictionaries
is allowed to have different keys. However, ingesting this dataset allows the same keys for each document. Indexes were created for the
timestamp key and node id key. In Figure 2 MongoDB scales close
to linear between 32, 64, and 128 nodes. We are still investigating
the limitations at 256 nodes and beyond.
The query test was done by doing a conditional find. The query
is constructed by reading user jobs metadata for time run, duration,
and which nodes were assigned. The candidate user jobs were selected from a time period starting January 1, 2018 until the number
of days described in Table 1. The total number of documents returned by a query is number of user job nodes times duration of
user job in minutes. Indeed, Figure 3 indicates cluster size maintains
a similar query performance for various MongoDB cluster sizes. It
is important to point out that each cluster size is servicing more
concurrent quarries. Cluster with size 32 was servicing between 16
and 64 concurrent find queries, cluster size 64 was between 32 and
128 queries, and so on.
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